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IPO Company Name

Date

Company Business

Truwin

7/11

Auto parts manufacturer

Fine Besteel

7/22

Steel beam manufacturer

Ajin Extek

7/24

Semiconductor (motion chip, module)

Winhiteck

7/25

Steel deck plate manufacturer

Changhae Ethanol

7/30

Biochemical

Duksan Housing

8/1

Steel deck plate manufacturer

Pavonine

8/4

Iodizing surface for electronics

Cuckoo Electronics

8/6

Home appliance maker (rice cooker)

ShinhHwa Contech

8/8

Mobile and micro connector

 Korea’s NPS stake in the country’s Top 500
firms valued at $66bn. Stakes in Samsung
and Hyundai Motor groups took up 47% of the
total investment, and close to 70% when
adding stakes in SK, LG and Lotte groups. By
company, the NPS held biggest stakes in
Samsung Electronics, Hyundai Motor and SK
Hynix. Among companies not affiliated with
large conglomerates, NAVER topped the list in
terms of investment value. The view is that the
NPS focused investment on blue-chip stocks
amidst the stock market slump. The NPS’ total
investment in the domestic stock market was
valued at KRW 87.4trn.

 Banks go for M&A loan funds. KB Kookmin Bank has joined hands
with KB Asset Management to create an est. KRW 700bn loan fund
recently, joining Hana Bank and Hana Daetoo Securities’s KRW 450bn
fund and Shinhan Bank and Shinhan BNP Paribas Investment Asset
Management’s KRW 565bn loan fund. Such efforts are viewed to gain a
leading edge in the M&A financing race, emerged as a niche market.
 Sovereign Wealth Funds from Middle East, Asia heading to Korea. Asian investors purchased the largest amount of
local stocks worth KRW 6.14trn, followed by those from the Middle East with KRW 3.02trn year-to-date. These investors
include Norway’s Government Pension Fund Global (GPFG), Arab Emirate’s Abu Dhabi Investment Authority,
Singapore’s Government of Singapore Investment Corporation (GIC) and China’s China Investment Corporation (CIC).
DEAL ALERT
 Star TV sells its shares of Star CJ Network India to Providence Equity Partners. Providence Equity Partners, a
Rhode-Island based private equity fund, is to buy a 50% stake in Star CJ Network India, a home-shopping channel joint
venture between India-based Star TV and South Korean CJ O Shopping.
 Orix buying 88.86% stake in Hyundai Logistics. Hyundai Group is selling a controlling stake in Hyundai Logistics to
the Japanese financial conglomerate. Although most of the investment will c ome from Orix, Hyundai group will also
invest in the SPC as well. Deal value for the stake being sold is KRW 650bn.
 Shelby TV joins Samsung. The New York City-based online video platform’s acquisition by Samsung was announced
through Shelby’s website.
 SK Hyunix acquires Softeq Development’s firmware to improve NAND flash business. The listed Korean
semiconductor producer acquired the unlisted Belarus-based software developer to improve competitiveness in the
NAND flash solution sector.
 Cha Medical hires Blackstone for Dream Pharma bid. The privately held hospital operator is looking to acquire the
generic development unit of Hanwha Chemical. Also in the acquisition race are Ahn-Gook Pharmaceutical, Alvogen and
Standard Chartered PE.
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KOREAN ECONOMY & PRIVATE EQUITY INDUSTRY
DEAL ALERT (cont’d)
 SK shipping will sell 45% stake in SK B&T for $81mm. SK shipping is the unlisted shipping arm of South Korea’s SK
Group. SK B&T is the Singapore-based marine oil bunkering division. After the sale, SK shipping will still hold a 50%
stake in SK B&T. The buyer is a PEF run by Korea Development Bank and Dominus, a South Korean PE firm.
 DTR and Magneti Marelli sign agreement for JV to acquire CF Gomma. DTR, a Korean company specializing in
industrial rubber for automobiles, and Magneti Marelli, an Italy-based producer of hi-tech systems and components for
the automotive sector, is to form a JC to acquire the Italian automotive supplier of rubber.
 Hon Hai Precision purchases a 4.9% stake in SK C&C. The listed Taiwanese electronic manufacturing services
provider bought a KRW 381bn worth of shares in the listed Korea-based systems integration company.
 Cooper Standard is to sell thermal and emissions product line to Halla Visteon. Cooper Standard’s purpose of the
sale is to allow the company to focus on areas that it has a leading market position.
 Kogas decides to sell additional stake in LNG Canada. Korea Gas Corporation, a listed state-owned company, is to
sell additional stake from its 15% share in LNG Canada, a joint venture between Kogas, Shell Canada, Mitsubishi and
PetroChina. It was started in order to build and operate a liquefied natural gas export terminal in British Columbia.
 Dentsu sold stake in Pheonix Holdings to private investors. The Japanese advertising agency group sold a 29.47%
stake in Pheonix, a JV advertising agency between Bokwang and Dentsu, for $9mm. Dentsu left the South Korean
market to focus on North America and Europe.
 SmartThings in talks with Samsung regarding acquisition. Samsung might acquire the Washington DC-based home
security device provider for $200mm. SmartThings has raised over $15mm from investors including Greylock, Highland
Capital, First Round Capital, SV Angel, Lerer Ventures, Start Fund, A-Grade Investments, CrunchFund and Box Group.
 Line plans IPO on Tokyo Stock Exchange. The mobile messaging application service operator has applied to list on
the Tokyo Stock Exchange, and the company can reportedly earn over ￥1trn ($9.8bn).
 Apollo Global Management seeks to purchase stake in Aju Capital. Aju Group is selling a 74.16% stake in the local
leasing firm, and the New York-based investment firm has been shortlisted as a potential bidder for sale.
 Far EasTone and Morgan Stanley seeking to acquire CNS stake from MBK Partners. The Taiwan-based Far
EasTone Telecommunications and Morgan Stanley PE are looking to acquire China Network Systems (CNS) from MBK
Partners. Taiwan-based CNS is a cable TV operator that MBK acquired a 60% stake in in 2007. Two buyers are looking
to raise up to TWD 48Bbn ($1.6trn), and the target could reach a total deal value of KRW 2.7trn.
 Consortium led by Tencent to acquire stake in 4:33 Creative Lab. Tencent, a Chinese internet company, Line, a
messaging application company and Korea Investment Partners, a local VC, are seeking to acquire a 25% stake for est.
KRW 100bn ~ KRW 120bn.
 Samchully creates fund to acquire Cardinal Gas stake. The Korean energy company is looking to acquire a 34%
stake in Cardinal Gas Services, a JV between EnerVest and Total E&P based in Oklahoma created to transmit gathered
natural gas to midstream infrastructure. The fund will be sized at KRW 500bn, invested by the NPS, Korea Scientists &
Engineers Mutual-aid Association and E1- a local energy company.
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ECONOMY & MARKET UPDATE
 China's 1H’14 GDP grows 7.4%. The nation's gross
domestic product (GDP) grew 7.5% in 2Q’14, picking up
from the 7.4% expansion in 1Q’14. The growth seem to
reflect stable employment situation and positive
developments in structural adjustment.
 China's inflation grows 2.3% in June. China's consumer
price index (CPI), a main gauge of inflation, increased
2.3% y-o-y in June, triggering concerns of broader
monetary policy easing as a whole year outlook points to a
soft inflation rate. In the meantime, China's producer price
index (PPI) for industrial products, which measures
inflation at the wholesale level, fell 1.1% y-o-y, marking the
28th consecutive month of drops.
 SOEs keep hold on Fortune 500. State-owned
enterprises continue to dominate China's top 500
companies in terms of revenue. Total revenue of the 500
companies increased 10.4% y-o-y to RMB 28.9trn,
equivalent to more than half of China's GDP. Oil giants
China Petrochemical Corp and China National Petroleum
Corp, and China State Construction Engineering Corp
ranked Top 3.
DEAL ALERT
 Wanda buys realty project in Madrid for $364mm. The media conglomerate bought the high-rise building from
Spanish bank Banco Santander SA, which also has businesses in retail banking, asset management and insurance. The
property will be redeveloped into "a high-end, mixed-use complex comprising residential, hotel and retail" space.
 Alibaba to buy out UCWeb in China's biggest Internet merger. The Chinese internet giant it will buy all the remaining
shares of mobile browser firm, as it steps up its spending spree ahead of its US listing. Alibaba and its affiliates have
splurged on investments totalling more than $6.7bn in 1H alone. The takeover is expected to value UCWeb "much more
than $1.9bn", which is the estimated value of app store 91 Wireless when it was bought by Baidu last year.
 Chinese jewel chain to buy Hearts On Fire. Chow Tai Fook Jewerlly, one of the leading jewelers in China, is buying
the Boston-based luxury diamond company Hearts On Fire for $150mm to expand its range of high-end gems in the
Chinese market. The acquisition will be funded by all-cash, marking the company's first since it went public in HK in 2011.
 Huayi to take 51% stake in Internet film company. One of China's leading private media and entertainment
conglomerates plans to acquire a 51% stake in Shenzhen Huayuxun Tech, an Internet movie service provider, for RMB
266mm in attempt to strengthen its Internet and mobile phone services.
 Fosun and Huayi to invest in Studio 8, a Hollywood film company founded by former president of Warner Bros
Entertainment to tap the burgeoning film market in China. Fosun will play a significant role in distributing all movie
productions by Studio 8 in the China region. Huayi Brothers Media Corp will also invest up to $150mm, planning to be in
charge of the distribution business in the China region.
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DEAL ALERT (cont’d)
 Midea Group to take slice of Little Swan. The Chinese home appliance retailer is acquire a 20% stake in Wuxi Little
Swan, one of the top washing machine manufacturers in China. As China evolves to a consumer-driven economy, the
domestic home appliances market is expected to reach RMB 738.1bn by 2016 in terms of retail value, up from an
estimated RMB 603.5bn this year and RMB 547.5bn in 2013.
 Hony acquires PizzaExpress for $1.5bn. Beijing-based PE firm Hony Capital’s acquisition of the UK restaurant chain
PizzaExpress from Gondola Group, owned by the London-based PE firm Cinven. This marks the largest acquisition in 5
years in the European restaurant sector signifying China's soaring appetite for foreign food. PizzaExpress has 436 sites
in the UK and 68 sites internationally, with 22 in China (12 in Hong Kong, nine in Shanghai and one in Beijing).
 Alibaba takes full control of AutoNavi. The e-commerce conglomerate completed the acquisition of AutoNavi, the USlisted digital mapping company. Alibaba acquired a 28% stake in AutoNavi $294mm, and proposed to further purchase
the remaining 72% in all-cash offer valuing the target at $1.6bn
 Alibaba eyes Sept’14 for US mega-IPO. Alibaba has pushed its highly anticipated IPO until after the September Labor
Day holiday in the US, as the Chinese online retail company works through the complex process of launching what could
the largest-ever US tech debut. The company, which powers 80% of all online commerce in the world's second-largest
economy and handles more transactions than Amazon.com and eBay combined, is expected to garner a valuation of as
much as $200bn. Many investors expect its IPO to top the $16bn pulled in by Facebook in 2012.
 Huarong to sell 20% stake to investor group. Among the investors nearing a deal to buy as much as a 20% stake in
China Huarong Asset Management for $2bn are Goldman Sachs and private equity firm Warburg Pincus. State-owned
bad debt managers such as Huarong are benefiting from a rise in NPLs in China as the economy slowed. The company
had assets worth $65.7bn under management at FY’13, and its net profit for last year jumped 44% to $1.63 bn.
 WH aims to raise $2bn in scaled-down HK IPO, marking the Chinese pork producer's second attempt to list this year
after investors rebuffed a pricier deal. WH Group, the world's biggest pork producer, is seeking funds to repay part of the
debt it assumed pay for last year's $7.1bn purchase of the US-based pork producer Smithfield International.
 ICBC plans to issue $13bn in preference share. Idustrial and Commercial Bank of China Ltd (ICBC), the country's
largest lender by market value, plans to issue preferred stocks worth up to RMB 80bn to replenish its capital. Up to RMB
45bn in preferred shares will be issued in the domestic market and the rest in the overseas market.
 China State-owned telecoms tower firm to go public. China Communications Facilities Services, the
telecommunications tower company jointly established by China's three State-owned wireless carriers - China Mobile,
China Unicom (HK) and China Telecom Corp - will take private capital and list on public markets. The companies
together seek to build telecommunications towers in China. China Mobile will own a 40% stake, China Unicom a 30.1 %
and China Telecom a 29.9%.
 XE Flavor to invest $403mm on TV services. The former high-end catering company, which shifted its core
businesses to culture and environmental friendly industries in the past few months, has focused on home intellectual
terminal market. The company will invest RMB 2.5bn on intellectual cable television services.
 Chinese food giant to buy NZ farm. China's Shanghai Pengxin Group seeks to buy another major New Zealand dairy
holding, stepping into a general election campaign row over foreign purchases of New Zealand's productive farmland.
The purchase of the the 13,800-hectare Lochinver Station near the central North Island town of Taup is subject to
approval by NZ’s Overseas Investment Office.
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LB NEWS
LB made new investments in the following portfolio companies in the past two months:.
1)
–
–
–
–

2)
–
–
–
–

3)
–
–
–
–

4)
–
–
–
–

Neowiz Bless Studio
Founded In: 2011
Investment Stage/Type: Growth Cap
Industry: Online game studio (MMORPG & MORPG)
As a subsidiary of Neowiz Games (post-deal 51.2% owned), the studio is currently in
the making of two high-quality, highly-anticipated online games: Bless, a Massively
Multiplayer Online Role-Playing Game (MMORPG) and Black Sheep, a Multiplayer
Online Role-Playing Game (MORPG). Bless, under development since Nov’09 by the
team of experts who had produced a widely popular online game, Tera, Lineage 2 and
Ion, will be released in 2Q’15, while Black Sheep, under development since 2012, will
be released in 1Q’15.
Tech Cross
Founded In: 2000
Investment Stage/Type: Later Stage
Industry: Electric Ballast Water Management
Produces various ballast water management system used specially for ships/fleets.
The Electro Clean System integrated the environmental paradigm with the shipping
industry by obtaining the world’s first in-principal approvals from the International
Maritime Organization (IMO). The company also produced the world‘s first installation
on a VLCC (very Large Crude Carrier), emerging as an important player in the marine
environmental industry.
Yello Digital Marketing (YDM)
Founded In: 2014
Investment Stage/Type: Early Stage
Industry: New Media Advertising (Digital Marketing including Internet, SNS, etc.)
Yello Digital Marketing is Yello Mobile’s mobile marketing subsidiary. The company
provides performance-based “new media” ads through digital channels including
internet, social and viral marketing, apps, etc. The company has shown a drastic
inorganic growth and has achieved vertical integration through local M&As including
Future Stream Networks (Mobile Ad Platform ‘Cauly’), Purple Friends (Total Ad
Agency), E-motion (Digital Agency), and With Blog and Real Logger (SNS Marketing).
BDH
Founded In: 1992
Investment Stage/Type: Growth Cap
Industry: Thermal power plant equipment
Manufactures and provides Ash Handling System (AHS) and Coal Handling System
(CHS), crucial parts of thermal power plants. According to the government’s 6th
Electricity Plan released in 2013, 49 more coal power plants are expected to be built
by 2023, and the company, being one of the only two major players in the industry, will
widely benefit under the plan. Also, as the company benefits as its major clients (EPC
companies like Doosan Heavy Industries, POSCO, etc.) actively expand their
overseas businesses in South East Asia, Latin America and Middle East.
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LB NEWS UPDATE
LB NEWS (cont’d)
LB made new investments in the following portfolio companies in the past two months (cont’d):
5) Qurient
– Founded In: 2008
– Investment Stage/Type: Early Stage
– Industry: Bio (Pharmaceuticals)
– Company is a spin-off biotech company from Institute Pasteur Korea (IP-K) committed
to develop novel therapeutics against infectious diseases. The company’s drug
pipeline under development are as follows: i) ‘Q203’, an orally available ‘first-in-class’
anti-tuberculosis drug candidate that is under late stage preclinical development, ii)
‘Q301’, a topical drug candidate developed to treat atopic dermatitis, iii) ‘Q501’, an
orally available 5-lipoxygenase inhibitor developed to treat asthma that is under late
stage lead optimization, and iv) ‘Q701’, a potent and selective TAM kinase-inhibitor
developed to treat cancer tumor.
LB also expects to exit the following portfolio companies through IPOs in KOSDAQ during 2H’14.
1) Pavornine
– Aluminum surface treatment/finishing used for LED TV case, refrigerator case, etc
– Later stage investment
– Time of investment : December 2010
– IPO in KOSDAQ: Aug 4, 2014
2)
–
–
–
–

Erae CS
Manufacturer of essential parts of industrial tools, automotive, shipbuilding and plant items
Later stage investment
Time of investment : October 2010
Expected IPO in KOSDAQ: 2014 2H
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